The 109 Ag nuclear magnetic resonance line in a sample of polycrystal] .. ine AgF is observed to broaden substantially Hhen t..~e 19 F spins are i~radiated near the magic angle in their rotating frame. This is due to the reduction of 19 F-19 F dipolar coupling, "'hich normally ~auses fluctuations in th~ 19 F-109 Ag interactions {Abragam and Winter) , inducing ~n exchange narrowing analogous to cl~ssical motional narrowing. The 109 Ag linewidths obtained over the entire motional range at different 19 F frequencies aie compared with those calculated exactly from the ratio of second to fourth moment.
-
The phenomenon of motional narrot:~ing is _very conunon in magnetic resonance A continuous variation of the spin fluctuation rate between the limiting cases of extreme narro\'ling and rigid is _at the experiment~rs control and is di3cussed in the following.
We consider an S spin system, with gyro~agnetic ratio Ys where dipolar interactions ~o~g the s spins are· neglected coupled to an abundant I spin system with gyromagnetic ratio yiplaced in a stai:ic magnetic field H 0 • A strong rf field is applied close to the Larmer frequency w 0 I of the I spins, with 'J{ 1 I = 2 w 1 I IX cos w It 
(3) (4)
The total Hamiltonian in the DTR frame neglecting time dependent terms is given by: meaning. We see that ~I in (7) 
where M~S is the S s~cond moment due to ;,liS aud a(t) is the correlation fun~tion for fluctuations in ~IS
where AI i 'XIIt cf\. IS e
( 1 2) Si.nce-all odd moments of a(t) vanish, the correlation time-r for the fluctuations of ~IS' can be expressed by the second moment N 2 of a(t) as (13) -6which readily results in T ( 1 4) where Tc is the correlation time for no irradiation ( ~I=O).
Using the standard notation for moments 2 , Tc is according to eq. (13) given by the ratio of fourth to second moment as
( 1 5) Exactly as in the classical BPP theory and the Anderson-Weiss theory the parameter determining which regime we are in depends on the product of the correlation time of the fluctuations and the rigid S linewidth t.w , i.e. from (7b) a!ld ( 
The'moments i!l (17} are given in the case of the I irradiation by:
These moments were calculated exactly from the appropriate lattice sums for AgF and the calculated linewidth b according to (17) is plotted in figure 2 Ih fact, the S lineshape at ..JI = 54. 7° were 'd{II = 0 can be calculated exactly for spin 1/2 and is given by:
An exact computer simulation of (18) with a powder average for AgF shows indeed the lineshape is neither Gaussian nor Lorentziane In fact the exact theoretical linewidth t:. v =5 Jrr. is calculated to be 6 v = 507 Hz which is considerably larger than that in figure 2 . He attribute the fact that we do not observe such a large broadening at the magic angle to rf field inhomogeneity and non secular terms in the I coupling in the DTR frame due to the finite magnitude of H 1 • Secondly, we mention that we have also investigated other systems in this way. !n particular the common case of 13 c-1 H has been studied and the 13 c resonance in polycrystalline adamantane was also found to be spin motionally narrowed, broadening by a factor of 2 on irradiation of the 1 H spins.
We believe that with the analogy -..;e habe draW!'l here bet~-veen ·~he scaling factor cos~ has been taken into account in drawing the frequency scale. This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States Governr:nent. Neither the United States nor the United States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights . 
